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ABSTRACT  

All types of literature have critics, just as all other forms of art. We read reviews of films, TV appears, books, 

short-stories, workmanship displays, in sites and locales like IMDB or Rotten Tomatoes, or diaries and 

magazines (print or on the web). Scholarly audits can be as formal as what may show up in The Indian Review 

of Science Fiction or Kirkus Reviews, or more famous as you may discover in The Internet Review of Science 

Fiction, or as casual as what you may discover on io9. Top to bottom insightful work about SF shows up in 

productions like Extrapolation, Femspec, Foundation, and Science Fiction Studies. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Popular Literature, which is the „Literature of the People‟, is the natural extension of folklore and myths in the 

„age of print‟. It is also called „imaginative literature‟, as it derives the strength from the writer‟s vivid 

imagination, with fantastic creativity, more evidently than does the main stream realistic fiction. It is purchased 

and perused by an expansive number of individuals and relatively every pop book is a blockbuster. Well known 

writing as the term recommends, is prevalent among the youthful perusers of writing, since it has a tendency to 

engage, gives the peruser delight and experience; and takes its perusers to various obscure spots, offering 

idealism. The dialect is straightforward and the vocabulary contains new English words, simple to learn. 

Regularly, prevalent writing can't be comprehended as far as individual writings. There is a common between 

content of tradition, character and dialect with other related books.  

Generally, famous writing is perused, not really to have another experience, but rather to rehash a pleasurable 

one, which the peruser had before in a marginally extraordinary frame. On the off chance that we see today, the 

more youthful age is more joined to something courageous, including threat, new innovation, current life, free 

and savvy saints and champions, challenges, edification because of energy of thinking over superstition and 

nature, prompting information. 

 

Genres of Popular Literature 

The various genres of popular literature are:- 

1. Romance 

2. Action Adventure 
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3. Fantasy 

4. Mystery 

5. Detective Fiction Whodunit 

6. Police Procedural 

7. Crime Fiction 

8. Creative Non-Fiction 

9. Contemporary Fiction 

10. Thrillers 

11. Legal Thriller 

12. Techno-Thriller 

13. Science Fiction 

14. War Fiction 

15. Western 

16. Misery Literature 

17. Gothic 

18. Chick Literature 

19. Fairy Tale 

20. Dystopia 

21. Spy Fiction 

22. Family Saga 

23. Inspirational Fiction 

24. Classics 

25. Young Adult 

26. Christian Fiction 

27. Historical Fiction 

28. Sports Fiction 

29. Memoir/Autobiography 

30. Contemporary Non-Fiction 

31. Biography 

32. Extreme Non-Fiction 

33. Classic Non-Fiction 

34. Travelogue--Travel Writing 

35. Horror Fiction 

36. Humor 

37. Popular Fiction 

38. Nonfiction and the Enlightenment 

39. Pornography 
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40. Horror 

41. Adult Comics 

42. The Ballad and the Resistance 

43. The Postmodern 

44. The Reader and the Fan 

45. Gender 

46. Pleasure and Desire 

47. Doubling 

48. The Uncanny 

49. Inter-Textually 

50. Myth etc. 

 

Main features of Popular Literature: 

 

1. It is often seen in relation to other texts i.e. magazines, films and television 

2. It is formulaic – it has a kind of setting, follows a limited number of lines of action, a familiar cast of 

character and hackneyed language 

3. The ending offers a magical resolution 

4. Whatever is the time and setting, its value system is modern and urban 

5. Problems like murder, racism, revolution and unemployment are dealt with individually, rather than 

socially or in a structured way 

6. There is an unproblematic division between „good‟ and „evil‟ characters 

7. It gives priority to wish fulfillment i.e. fantasy over duty  

 

Popular literature texts are those mainly produced for entertainment, as they provide pleasure. The readers of 

popular literature usually just want to read something entertaining. They search for an escape from the weights 

or the weariness of reality, in books that offer funniness, energy or dread. The styles of prevalent writing are 

regularly equation based, wistful and more liberated than that of exemplary writing. Famous writing works are 

'well known' and have a tendency to be brief since they are probably going to be supplanted by new ones, yet a 

considerable lot of them involve their changeless place in established writing. E.g. Robinson Crusoe. 

 

Popular literature gives the readers a fast fun adventure often termed „escape reading‟. The popular genre takes 

its reader to different exotic locales that are beyond their daily lives. Living vicariously, the reader can sit for a 

few minutes and yet, days later, without losing the jest of the piece. Unlike classical literature, popular literature 

very often has no deep meaning that must be concentrated on and uncovered. It is straight surface level 

perusing. It is additionally viewed as the lower scholarly necessity, which makes well known perusing 

accessible to the majority in modest soft cover books. The sentiment excite, wistfulness makes prominent 
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writing simple read, yet it doesn't fit the scholarly investigation of exemplary writers. Not at all like the works of 

art, these don't bear well with rehashed readings and eventually don't remain on the racks long. The scholarly 

one, who appreciates perusing for learning, is in all likelihood the peruser of established works. The established 

creators address particular issues, fundamentally moral issues in refined, scholarly styles. Every one of these 

creators delivers issues apropos to a person all in all i.e. great abhorrence, passing, eternality, nature and so 

forth, in a way that supports close readings and genuine reflections.  

 

Traditional writing respects a moment perusing as the peruser frequently picks up something else each time the 

work is perused. There are a few creators who cross-scholarly limits. E.g. Poe is a traditional writer since his 

gothic style is as yet contemplated and broke down today and it is well known on the grounds that numerous 

still read his work, since his gothic, baffling stories interest them, e.g. Harriet Beecher Stowes, 'Uncle Tom's 

Cabin', is traditional on the grounds that it is as yet contemplated in the colleges today, is well known in light of 

the fact that, it is nostalgic, engaging and sold like hot cake promptly upon its first distribution. Established 

writing gives us a comment about. The exemplary work appear as stories, advised by storytellers driving one to 

feel the choices are not really their own. They are just retelling which exculpates them of blame related with the 

activities of characters which takes after the great topic of keeping up that there is no correct in light of the fact 

that none of us is without transgression. Consequently established writing gives the peruser theme to mull over: 

well known writing is engaging and offers something the perusers relate to. 

 

II.EMPHASIS ON SCIENCE FICTION 

Science fiction, as a genre or division of literature, distinguishes its fictional world to one degree or another 

from the world in which we actually live; a fiction of the imagination rather than observed reality; a fantastic 

literature. 

Science Fiction is set in a world in which certain scientific principles (currently theorized) are realized; often set 

in future Earth, or on other planets. Science fiction (abbreviated SF or sci-fi with varying punctuation and 

capitalization) is a broad genre of fiction that often involves speculations based on current or future science or 

technology. It is maybe the most inventive of prevalent structures. It is additionally a standout amongst the most 

basic. The portrayal of every single new world, include a procedure of reflection and correlation with society as 

it has now. This implies sci-fi can have an intentionally Utopian capacity; yet it can likewise extrapolate the 

most exceedingly awful patterns, cautioning of alarming prospects. Scott Mc Cracken has specified in his Pulp-

perusing well known fiction, that stories are currently developing that does however insufficiently; offer 

structure to the new personalities made in process with the barbaric, outsider universe of machines. As the base 

of all sci-fi lies in the dream of outsider experience, the gathering of self with other is maybe the most dreadful, 

most energizing and most sensual experience of all. It offers new conceivable outcomes of being and the 

investigation of new elective substances, obscure terrains, bizarre planets, outsider appearances, and the 

disclosure of new measurements. Science fiction is thus enormously popular. The development of Science 

fiction genre can be divided into four main periods:-  
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1. Pre 19th century: travel and fantasy literature, tales of other lands  

2. 19th century: reaction to the Industrial Revolution  

3. Late 19th century to mid-20th century: the Modernist visions of the Science Enlightenment  

4. Late 20th century the „Post Modern‟ visions of a Post-Industrial, often Post-Holocaust Age, include feminist 

future and cyber prints.  

Science fiction developed from the romance and fantasy elements of clearly European travel literature. Darko 

Suvin, a critic says, „Utopia‟ is not only historically, one of the roots of Science fiction, it is also, logically if 

retroactively, one of its forms. Like every famous fiction, logical fiction has an association with high culture that 

builds up its different, yet related, history as a class.  

One manner by which late sciencel fiction has played with social limits has experienced an investigation of the 

limits of 'race' and 'sex'. Science fiction is exceptionally appropriate to this sort of investigation in view of the 

inventive conceivable outcomes of the class. 

 

III.CONCLUSION 

Science Fiction is that popular genre that shares many features with other „pulp fictions‟ and popular modes, a 

„de-emphasis on fine writing‟. Science fiction is popular because it is populist, that it is an adolescent mode of 

writing that it is not „serious‟ or „high art‟. It reconfigures symbolism for our materialist age. It is this 

materialism once again that distinguishes the effectiveness of the science fiction‟s use of symbol from the 

widespread use of symbolism in other literature. 
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